WILD
BABIES
Helping them survive!

wild baby

To give a
animal the best chance for survival, one needs to determine if it is
orphaned, lost or just waiting for its parents to return before rushing it to the local shelter or
Animal Control. Below are some recommendations for determining if an animal needs help or
not and the best way to assist them.

KEEP YOUR EYES AND EARS OPEN FOR “PEEPERS” AND “SQUAWKERS”:
Assume baby animals are everywhere. Wild mothers can build their nests in trees and bushes, and under rocks and logs, but also in attics,
chimneys and under porches and eaves.
Pay attention when repairing your house’s siding, roof or foundation. Closing a hole to an attic or a crawl space can cut off a mother’s route
to her young.
If you suspect an animal has moved in, stuff the possible entry point with newspaper and check back ever 48 hours. If it’s disturbed, that’s a
sign an animal is coming and going, possibly a mother with babies.
Pay attention to what’s underfoot, checking the ground for rabbit nestlings, turtles and other vulnerable animals who could end up in the
path of a lawnmower.
Keep a rescue kit in your home or car so you can help baby animals you’ve determined to be orphaned. The kit should include items such
as a carrier, towel, heating pad, chemical hand warmers, gloves (both heavy duty and latex), a laundry basket and small wicker baskets.
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Keep a list of area wildlife rehabilitators and their specialties on your fridge or in your glovebox.

“MOMMA KNOWS BEST!”

The Humane Society of the United States

If you come across baby animals on their own, don’t assume they’re orphaned. The mother (and father in some species) may simply be out
finding food.
Animals misidentified as orphans and taken to wildlife rehabilitation centers can have greatly reduced chances of survival, no matter how
hard the rehabbers work to save them.
Captivity can be fatally stressful for baby birds, so modern rehab standards push for “re-nesting” (using wicker
baskets and similar items that can substitute for the original nest). This allows the parents to continue raising their
young.
* In almost ALL cases, wild animals will NOT abandon babies who have been touched by humans.

LEAVE THE REHABBING TO THE EXPERTS
If you believe an animal is orphaned, no matter how strong the temptation is to do a little wild parenting of your own, contact your local
Animal Control so they can give you instructions, refer you to the right wildlife center, or ask you to bring in the animal(s).
Rehabilitators use the latest science to formulate diets based on what animals normally eat in the wild.
Rehabilitators also have access to incubators and other medical equipment, plus specialized housing such as prerelease cages to help animals acclimate to the outdoors.
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They are trained to handle and raise rabies vector species and have received pre-exposures vaccinations.
Without the right supplies and education people can endanger orphans’ survival after they’re released back into the wild.
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TAKE A “NEIGHBORLY” APPROACH TO HOUSEGUESTS
If a wild family has taken residence in your home, use caution when reaching for the phone book. Many “nuisance” wildlife control companies
will remove the animals, and if they don’t euthanize them, will relocate them to unfamiliar territories, a dangerous and potentially fatal move
For people who can’t wait for the animals to eventually move out, there are some eviction techniques such as creating bad smells, sounds
and scare tactics to get the mother to mover her young on her own. Most mammals know of other den sites, so the mother can be encouraged to relocate her brood.
If the animals aren’t causing any damage to your home consider giving them a grace period. Raccoons, for example will move their babies
out of a chimney within 6 weeks.
Tolerance can yield a rewarding up-close view of young lives unfolding.

In unraveling the mystery of what, if anything, happened to parents of reportedly orphaned animals, one needs to be part detective and part biologist. Perhaps the most
important clue is the species of the animal in question. Different animals have different approaches to raising young. Improper species identification can lead to unintentional
orphaning. In almost all cases, unless the animal is injured and in immediate need - the process for determining whether he’s orphaned starts with giving one or both parents a chance
to reclaim the youngster. After that, the steps vary by species...Keep reading to figure out how to proceed for other members of the animal kingdom...

DEER

RABBITS - Mother rabbits nurse their young for about five minutes just two to three

To avoid predators, mother deer hide their newborns,
often in tall grasses or brush, feeding and grooming them
only a few items a day. Fawns should be left alone unless
you know the mother is dead, or see the fawn lying on
her side or wandering around an crying incessantly. Poor
condition and flies may also indicate orphaning.

times a day. You can place string in he shape of a tic-tac-toe grid or star over the
nest, and recheck your handiwork in 12 hours. If the string has been disturbed, yet
the nest is still covered with nesting material, all is well.

BIRDS

OPOSSUM
SQUIRRELS

Fledglings, or fully feathered young birds with short tail feathers are often
perceived as orphans when in reality, they’re just learning to use their wings literally, from the ground up. Because songbird babies are fed by both parents,
they’re less likely to be orphaned; both parents would have to die. Unless a baby
appears injured, chirps nonstop, or in imminent danger - or hasn’t been visited by
one of his parents in more than 60 minutes - leave him alone.
On the other hand, a featherless or partially featherless bird on the ground may
need help: she may have fallen from the nest or been pushed out by siblings. If you
can locate the nest or cavity (look in bushes, trees, gutters, vents - anywhere within
20 feet of where the baby was found), simply put the baby back. If the original
nest has been destroyed or is too high to access, hang a small woven basket nearby,
making sure the baskets isn’t too deep and allows rain to pass through. From a
distance, watch diligently for an hour or so to make sure the parent returns. Usually
you’ll see them come back within 15 to 30 minutes.

RACCOONS
Mother raccoons closely supervise their young, rarely letting them out
of their sight. Babies seen alone and out of their nest for more than
a few hours may be orphaned, especially if they’ve been crying or
chattering consistently. Place an upside-down laundry basket over the
babies or put them in a carrier with the door unlatched but held closed
by a stick propped up at a 45-degree angle, which nimble mothers
should be able to knock over. Monitor overnight, and if the mother
does not return, call Animal Control.

If a baby squirrel has fallen out of
his nest but isn’t injured, give the
mother until sundown to retrieve
him; simply leave the area and
keep pets at bay. If it’s chilly out or
if the baby isn’t fully furred, place
him in an open shoebox at the
base of the tree, with a chemical
hand warmer under the baby or a
heating pad under the box, set on
low if powered by an extension
cord.

North America’s only marsupial, baby opossums
are born as embryos, barely larger than a bee and
completely naked. They spend about two months
suckling in their mother’s warm pouch. When they
grow to about 3 to 4 inches long, they ride around
on her back. An opossum less than 7 inches long
(minus the tail) is too young to be on her own: she
may have fallen off without mom noticing. Take
her to a rehab facility.
If a mother opossum is injured or killed by a car,
her babies may survive the crash only to die when
her milk stops flowing. Put on gloves and check
the pouch, then call a wildlife rehabilitator for
guidance on what to do next.

SKUNKS
Skunks have poor eyesight, so babies typically follow their
mother in a nose-to-tail line formation. If something spooks
mom, like a car or curious dog, they may get separated.
Moving slowly to avoid being sprayed, place a lightweight
laundry basket over the babies and monitor from a distance.
The mother will look for her babies by focalizing. “She will
just wander around and around and will keep circling until she
finds them. When she does, mom will flip the laundry basket
with her nose and collect her babies.

